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Class teacher mentor 
Core training 3

Clare Jeffery March 2022

Overview

1. The taught curriculum
2. Spring 2 and the summer term
3. Mentoring and coaching
4. Feedback and effective target setting
5. Trainee assessment and progress
6. Interim evaluations

The taught curriculum

Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

• Maths 3 – Mastery
• Bullying
• EAL
• Systematic Synthetic Phonics 3
• Planning 3 – planning 

sequences ‘from scratch’
• English 3 – reading
• How pupils learn 6 – retrieval 

practice

• Science 2
• Geography
• Maths 4 – planning
• Working with support staff
• How pupils learn 7 –

metacognition
• PSHE
• English 4 – spelling
• English 5 – writing and 

assessment
• Assessment 2
• Computing

• PE1
• Maths 5 – fractions and 

assessment
• Working with parents
• RE
• PE2
• Preparation for the ECT phase

Planning 3: Planning sequences from scratch

 Retrieve?
 Re-visit?
 Re-teach?

Starting points:

What will you assess?

When will you assess?

How will you assess?

Retrieval practice

What do you want the pupils to 
retrieve?

When will it need to be retrieved?

How will you retrieve?

Assessment is a planning tool
Retrieval is a learning tool

Monitoring and assessing progress
What progress will you monitor and 
assess?
When will you monitor and assess 
progress?
How will you monitor and assess progress?
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How Pupils Learn 6
Retrieval Practice

Clare Jeffery
8th April 2022

Learning outcomes

Trainees will develop their understanding of: 

how retrieval practice can consolidate and develop knowledge, both within lessons and over time. 

how retrieval practice can support development of memory and schemata in learning 

the direct and indirect benefits of retrieval practice 

how a range of approaches to retrieval practice can be used, including spaced learning and interleaving

ITT Core Content Framework 
‘Learn that’ for How pupils learn 6:

2.1 Learning involves a lasting change in pupils’ capabilities or understanding. 

2.2 Prior knowledge plays an important role in how pupils learn; committing some key facts to their long-term memory is likely to 
help pupils learn more complex ideas. 

2.3 An important factor in learning is memory, which can be thought of as comprising two elements: working memory and long-
term memory. 

2.4 Working memory is where information that is being actively processed is held, but its capacity is limited and can be overloaded. 

2.5 Long-term memory can be considered as a store of knowledge that changes as pupils learn by integrating new ideas with 
existing knowledge. 

2.6 Where prior knowledge is weak, pupils are more likely to develop misconceptions, particularly if new ideas are introduced too 
quickly.

2.7 Regular purposeful practice of what has previously been taught can help consolidate material and help pupils remember what 
they have learned. 

2.8 Requiring pupils to retrieve information from memory, and spacing practice so that pupils revisit ideas after a gap are also likely 
to strengthen recall.

3.8 Pupils are likely to struggle to transfer what has been learnt in one discipline to a new or unfamiliar context.

4.7 High-quality classroom talk can support pupils to articulate key ideas, consolidate understanding and extend their vocabulary.
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What is retrieval practice?

Retrieval practice involves deliberately recalling knowledge from memory to enhance learning. Each time a 
memory is retrieved, it is strengthened and less likely to be forgotten.

Impact (2020)

Retrieval practice: reconstructing knowledge by bringing it to mind from your memory.
Impact (2018)

Retrieval practice is a learning technique revolving around repeatedly recalling learned material without 
seeing it in front of you.

www.teacherofsci.com

Assessment is a planning tool
Retrieval is a learning tool

Retrieval practice should not be given a grade –
it’s a learning strategy not an assessment tool
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What is retrieval practice? 

• ‘Bringing valuable information to mind’.
• Connects new knowledge to old 

develops schemata.
• Rosenshine  review.
• ‘getting information in vs. getting it ‘out’.
• NOT re-teaching or recapping

Accelerate (2019)

Retrieval Practice
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What is Spaced Learning?
Spaced practice involves taking a given amount of time devoted to 
learning, and arranging that time into multiple sessions that are spread 
over time. 

Simply spacing learning opportunities across multiple days leads to much 
higher achievement than studying the same amount of information all in 
one session.

Interleaving Learning takes 
place when 
pupils are 

made to think.
Interleaving: different types of tasks 
or examples are mixed together.

20 ÷ 5 = 
50 ÷ 5 = 
45 ÷ 5 = 
10 ÷ 5 = 

25 ÷ 5 =
40 ÷ 5 =
4 x 5 = 
15 ÷ 5 =

50 ÷ 10 =
5 x 7 = 

25 ÷ 5 =
4 x 5 = 

50 ÷ 10 =
9 ÷ 2 =

__ ÷ 5 = 3
32 + 8 = __ x 5

ITT Core Content Framework 
‘Learn how to’ for HPL6:

Standard 2 & 3

Expert colleagues

Half termly expectations
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How Pupils Learn 7
Metacognition

Clare Jeffery
13th May 2022

Trainees will develop their understanding of: 

how learners’ understanding of themselves as learners improve learning outcomes 

the importance of explicitly teaching metacognitive strategies linked to subject knowledge

how to plan for, monitor and evaluate metacognitive practices to support pupils independence and 
academic success

how research can be considered and utilised to make informed decisions for implementation.

Learning Outcomes

ITT Core Content Framework 
‘Learn that’ for How pupils learn 7:

4.5 Explicitly teaching pupils metacognitive strategies linked to subject knowledge, including how to 
plan, monitor and evaluate, supports independence and academic success.

Where does metacognition fit within the 
bigger picture?

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/classroom-resources/lv-a-year-4-lesson-on-place-value-with-decimal-numbers/
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What about self-regulation?

Evidence of Impact
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“The way learners plan, monitor and evaluate 

their own learning.”

Importance of modelling within 
metacognition

Modelling and thinking out-loud for the 
pupils, to enable them to hear, and be 
part of, your thought process. 

Making those internal thoughts and 
processes explicit to the pupils in our 
class. 
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Misconceptions about Metacognition

• Why do you think this is a common 
misconception?

• Discuss the ways in which you could 
effectively develop metacognitive skills 
to prove the misconception wrong.

What does this look like in different subjects?

1: English
2: Maths
3: Science
4: History

5: English
6: Maths
7: RE
8: Geography 

Refer to:
Frameworks, cycles and strategies from training. 
Strategies you have observed or have applied in school. 

Getting Started with a Metacognition Checklist

Have I included clear learning objectives?

How am I going to encourage my students to monitor their learning?

How can I create opportunities for learners to practise new strategies?

How can I allow time for learner self-reflection?

Does the classroom environment support metacognitive practices?
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Levels of metacognitive learners (Perkins)

What can you do to 
identify whether 
your learners are 
tacit, aware, 
strategic or 
reflective?

What can you do in 
the classroom to 
help and encourage 
your learners to 
progress to the next 
level?

ITT Core Content Framework 
‘Learn how to’ for HPL7:

Standard 4

Expert colleagues

Half termly expectations
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Half termly expectations – Spring 2

Half termly expectations – Summer 1

Half termly expectations – Summer 2
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Mentoring and coaching

Observing and 
learning from 

expert 
colleagues

Collaborating 
with expert 
colleagues

Independent 
practice
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Mentoring and coaching

Coaching

Informal daily 
dialogue

Lesson 
observation 

feedback

In-class live 
coaching

Target setting 
and mentor 

meeting

Collaborative 
planning

Collaborative 
assessment

Effective target setting

• SMART
• A target not an action – the underlying purpose
• Challenge – application of learning
• Mental models
• Action points for mentors and trainees
• Application of learning from SCITT taught 

curriculum, expert colleagues and reading

Effective feedback

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/classroom-resources/lv-a-year-4-lesson-on-place-value-with-decimal-numbers/
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Assessment

Summative

Professional Learning 
Conversation

Summative report

Recommendation for QTS

PGCE award

Formative

Targets in line with key 
curriculum learning 
themes (fortnightly)

Weekly formal lesson 
observations

Formative

Evidence bundles (half 
termly)

Formative

Professional Learning 
Conversations (2 

assessment points) 

Academic writing (3 
assignments)

PART ONE: TEACHING

TS1 - Set high expectations which inspire, motivate and challenge pupils

 establish a safe and stimulating environment for pupils, rooted in mutual respect

 set goals that stretch and challenge pupils of all backgrounds, abilities and dispositions

 demonstrate consistently the positive attitudes, values and behaviour which are expected of pupils.

TS2 – Promote good progress and outcomes by pupils

 be accountable for pupils’ attainment, progress and outcomes

 be aware of pupils’ capabilities and their prior knowledge, and plan teaching to build on these

 guide pupils to reflect on the progress they have made and their emerging needs

 demonstrate knowledge and understanding of how pupils learn and how this impacts on teaching

 encourage pupils to take a responsible and conscientious attitude to their own work and study.

TS3 – Demonstrate good subject and curriculum knowledge

 have a secure knowledge of the subject(s) and curriculum areas, foster and maintain pupils’ interest in the subject and 

address misunderstandings

 demonstrate a critical understanding of developments in the subject and curriculum areas, and promote the value of 

scholarship

 demonstrate an understanding of and take responsibility for promoting high standards of literacy, articulacy and the 

correct use of standard English, whatever the teacher’s specialist subject

 if teaching early reading, demonstrate a clear understanding of systematic synthetic phonics

 if teaching early mathematics, demonstrate a clear understanding of appropriate teaching strategies.

TS4 – Plan and teach well structured lessons

 impart knowledge and develop understanding through effective use of lesson time

 promote a love of learning and children’s intellectual curiosity

 set homework and plan other out-of-class activities to consolidate and extend the knowledge and understanding pupils 

have acquired

 reflect systematically on the effectiveness of lessons and approaches to teaching

 contribute to the design and provision of an engaging curriculum within the relevant subject area(s).

TS5 – Adapt teaching to respond to the strengths and needs of all pupils

 know when and how to differentiate appropriately, using approaches which enable pupils to be taught effectively

 have a secure understanding of how a range of factors can inhibit pupils’ ability to learn, and how best to overcome 

these

 demonstrate an awareness of the physical, social and intellectual development of children, and know how to adapt 

teaching to support pupils’ education at different stages of development

 have a clear understanding of the needs of all pupils, including those with special educational needs; those of high 

ability; those with English as an additional language; those with disabilities; and be able to use and evaluate distinctive 

teaching approaches to engage and support them.

TS6 – Make accurate and productive use of assessment

 know and understand how to assess the relevant subject and curriculum areas, including statutory assessment 

requirements 

 make use of formative and summative assessment to secure pupils’ progress

 use relevant data to monitor progress, set targets and plan subsequent lessons

 give pupils regular feedback, both orally and through accurate marking, and encourage pupils to respond to the 

feedback.

TS7 – Manage behaviour effectively to ensure a good and safe learning environment

 have clear rules and routines for behaviour in classrooms, and take responsibility for promoting good and courteous 

behaviour both in classrooms and around the school, in accordance with the school’s behaviour policy

 have high expectations of behaviour, and establish a framework for discipline with a range of strategies, using praise, 

sanctions and rewards consistently and fairly

 manage classes effectively, using approaches which are appropriate to pupils’ needs in order to involve and motivate 

them

 maintain good relationships with pupils, exercise appropriate authority, and act decisively when necessary.

TS8 – Fulfil wider and professional responsibilities

 make a positive contribution to the wider life and ethos of the school

 develop effective and professional relationships with colleagues, knowing how and when to draw on advice and 

specialist support

 deploy support staff effectively

 take responsibility for improving teaching through appropriate professional development, responding to advice and 

feedback from colleagues

 communicate effectively with parents with regards to pupils’ achievements and well-being.

PEDAGOGY

???? is confident to draw on prior knowledge and uses this to inform her planning and delivery 
of lessons. She recaps prior knowledge of every lesson that she teaches and is able to build on 
this. ???? is able to identify the success criteria within a lesson by breaking the learning into 
small steps. She is confident to share this with the children at different stages of a lesson to 
guide the children to reflect on their progress. ???? builds in time for self-assessment within her 

lessons –this is modelled and the children have clear areas to assess against. ???? is very skilled 
at developing resources that will support the children effectively within their learning. Her 
scaffolds support the children who are working towards age expectation and it is clear she has 
thought about pictoral aids that will effectively benefit the children and their understanding.

CURRICULUM

???? shows good subject knowledge across all subjects that she teaches. She is pro-active to 
research subject areas before she teaches them and is always prepared. ???? is confident to 
address misconceptions and is developing the ability to identify why children have made those 
misunderstandings. She is able to unpick their thinking to support the children to address these 
gaps in their knowledge. ???? has developed a number of hooks to lessons to foster children’s 

engagement and interest in an area of learning, giving them the relevant subject knowledge they 

need. ???? is confident to identify the parts of the learning that will need modelling to support 
the children and she is confident to use a number of modelling techniques including shared and 

modeled writing, using the visualiser to model art skills and use of manipulatives in maths or 
modelling using new vocabulary. 

BEHAVIOUR 
MANAGEMENT

???? consistently shares her expectations with the children and because of this, children 
regularly produce high quality outcomes. ???? has high expectations for the quality of work that 
the children produce and ensures she sets a calm and purposeful classroom environment to 
achieve this. ???? is able to build strong relationships with the children within the class and she 
knows each of the children well as individuals, children respond well to her. 
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Interim CTM Evaluations

http://pdf.retrievalpractice.org/RetrievalPracticeGuide.pdf

http://pdf.retrievalpractice.org/SpacingGuide.pdf

https://firstliteracy.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/RetrievalPracticeGuide-for-FL-Workshop-
on-Brain-Based-ESOL-Instruction.pdf

https://firstliteracy.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/RetrievalPracticeGuide-for-FL-Workshop-
on-Brain-Based-ESOL-Instruction.pdf

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/news/does-research-on-retrieval-practice-
translate-into-classroom-practice/

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/Metacognition/EEF_M
etacognition_and_self-regulated_learning.pdf

http://pdf.retrievalpractice.org/MetacognitionGuide.pdf

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/Covid-
19_Resources/Resources_for_schools/Home_learning_approaches_-_Planning_framework.pdf

Useful quick reads 
Retrieval practice and metacognition

http://pdf.retrievalpractice.org/RetrievalPracticeGuide.pdf
http://pdf.retrievalpractice.org/SpacingGuide.pdf
https://firstliteracy.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/RetrievalPracticeGuide-for-FL-Workshop-on-Brain-Based-ESOL-Instruction.pdf
https://firstliteracy.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/RetrievalPracticeGuide-for-FL-Workshop-on-Brain-Based-ESOL-Instruction.pdf
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/news/does-research-on-retrieval-practice-translate-into-classroom-practice/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/Metacognition/EEF_Metacognition_and_self-regulated_learning.pdf
http://pdf.retrievalpractice.org/MetacognitionGuide.pdf
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/Covid-19_Resources/Resources_for_schools/Home_learning_approaches_-_Planning_framework.pdf

